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About This Game

Spinning Around

Are you up for the challenge? Spinning around is an arcade game that will test your reflexes in the simplest form.
Guide your spaceship through the gates,be fast!

Spinning around is a fast arcade game that challenge the player's agility and reflexes!

The objective of Spinning around is to survive as long as possible and score as many points by going through the gates and
matching the same color of your spaceship!

Move clockwise or anti-clockwise around the incoming spinning gates and pass them only on part where the color match yours!
If not, you'll crash instantly!
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FEATURES :

*Steam Leaderboard

*Steam Achievements

*Easy to pick up, hard to put down

*Intuitive play

*HD Graphics

*Banging music

Challenging and addictive game, you will always comeback to try to beat the
highscore!
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Title: Spinning Around
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
XiNFiNiTY Games
Publisher:
OtakuMaker SARL
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2017
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If you really want to experience a fantasy version of the tale of King Arthur, this game is a solid take on the classic story. The
scenery and animations are gorgeous and hyper-stylized, the story is in depth, and your choices feel like they have actual
consequences.

That said, the gameplay leaves quite a bit to be desired. The camera will fight you at every opportunity and in many battles is
more of a nuissance than the enemies themselves. By about the 1/3 way mark, I ended up fighting every battle on auto-complete
which actually ended up giving better results than if I had fought myself.

I would recommend it as a pretty solid trip down memory lane with a unique take on King Arthur, but dont expect to be overly
entertained by the game otherwise.. Pretty good psychological horror with a few bits of survival horror and puzzle solving.
Doesn't rely on jump scares for spookiness. The environments and the soundtrack make a suprisingly good horror atmosphere
keeping you on edge the whole time.
It's not bad for an indie game but not great either. Good to kill a couple hours if you're into the genre. You get what you pay for.
. Awesome game. Good shoots, cute art style (both the in-game pixel art and comics between levels), BANGIN sound track and
decent potential for replayability. Definitely worth the two dollarydoos.. The lives system straight from the 1980s combined
with the early game instadeath runner style "challenge" is a hard "No" from me.. I was expecting to see the Online version of
this game, but unable too play it and cannot figure out how to. It is a waste of money and time. Plz get rid of it if not working at
all.. As a great fan of turn based strategies and everything related to Great war, I have been following developing of this game
since its campaign at Kickstarter for a year or so, waiting for it to become usable and interesting. Finally after recent updates -
being able to equip its own squad and use heavy machinery, decided to go for into playing in it. If to summarize its pros and
contras, here they are:
Difficult to accomplish missions if you do not play accurately and smart. Soldiers are killed with 1-2 shots or grenade and you
have just few of them - like it when it is hard :-)
Good looking and high quality graphics, music, game mechanics etc;
Updates are coming every week and as it have been told by developers it is scheduled to be ready in full this summer already.
Feels like it is progressing fast to be finalized;
Cons:
Still too few missions :-( and only one is so far with tanks and artillery;
Quite many of the iconic symbols of Great War are missing - barbed wire, gas, cavalry attacks...or at least I did not see it yet -
did not find info from developers if they plan to have it. this game is amazing
just
amazing
I used to play it on my play station 3, like all the time. Then I deleted it. I forgot about this game until, I saw this game on a
steam sale. It's really good.. great game,
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Amazing music, absolutely worth the wait as well as the money spent.. I want to be able to play this game. I love WP2 and use to
be able to play the hard copy on my old computer, but with a newer laptop meant for gaming I can't play. I try loading the game
and select a map and my screen is blank. I contacted the developers and after trying different ideas I was given the suggestion to
buy a new graphic card. My laptop can run everything else without fail but my graphics card which is the step above the cards in
the recommended section. I would love the game if I could play it. If you get a black map get a refund because even the
developers don't know how to fix it.. Thanks for including this game in a charity bundle! This was a pretty good title. I have a
ton of games in the library to go through so I could not play the title long but I am going to file in "maybe play later".

I do recommend using a controller, keyboard controls were not that good. I also am not a fan of procedurally generated levels
but its alright. I think I could spend a lot of time playing this.. it's really funny game to play with your friends :). Zombie-
Shotgun-Splatter-Sprite-Mayhem in isometric view.. Wow, great game.

A nice variety of moving between traps, while making jumps and possessing bodies to help you reach the end goal.
Graphics are nice.
Controls are very responsive.
What seems to be a nice progression of difficulty.
The story is laid out in the very beginning,
Music is a bit repetitive, but I was reaching for at least one thing to complain about.
Controller HIGHLY recommended.(I just like controllers.) I haven't tried the keyboard.
The price is right and so isn't everything else.. If, like me, you have played Total War since before you can remember (and also
re-bought them all on steam just so they are there) - then this is a game you will love.

It takes everything that Total War was, and improves on it by a factor of 10.

My only gripe is that the fighting between units is not as on par as with Shogun 2, when they do connect they are beautiful and
fun to watch.

100% BUY IF YOU LOVE TOTAL WAR. I tried to play this game three times. At first, I played it a bit and, when I tried to
save the game, it crashed. In my second try, I started the game again (because I didn't manage to save the game in my first try)
and it crashed almost immediately. In my third and final try, I managed to play it a bit and, when I tried to save it, it crashed
again. So, in other words, DO NOT BUY THIS GAME! It's just another crashing simulator, like the ones we are getting used to
lately.. Someone actually put their name to this garbage. Wow.. Looks like a pretty interesting game but the tutorial bugs out on
me. Twice I got to the point where it tells me to go chop wood and then it doesn't say anything anymore. Would like to give it
another try after Early Access when it's more polished.
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